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The Melville House at

104

East 26th Street

Hershel Parker

B

y early 1863 Herman Melville understood that he could never hope to provide for his family by farming in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. There the locals
took contemptuous note of his letting the property he called "Arrowhead" deteriorate to the point that even the conspicuous plot of ground immediately north
of the house, between the already famous piazza and Mt. Greylock, had become
an eyesore. Readers of the Pittsfield Sun knew that Melville had advertised the
farm for three months in the summer of I 862, the best selling season, yet had
attracted no buyer. Melville's lawyer brother Allan was prepared to take
Arrowhead off his hands as a summer house, and he had just the right property
for Herman and his wife in Manhattan, the house on 26th Street that had been
good enough for him and his late wife Sophia and their four children but was
not good enough for him and his second wife, Jane Dempsey, with whom he
had already moved into a house on 35th Street.
No one seems to have worried about whether it was good enough for
Elizabeth Melville, but for her the house on East 26th Street was a woeful comedown. She could hardly remember the time her own family had lived anywhere
except in the magnificent house at 49 Mount Vernon Street, on Boston's Beacon
Hill, a house still occupied by her stepmother Hope Savage Shaw and her two
half-brothers, Lemuel and Samuel Shaw. For Melville too it was a comedown,
after the elegant rented Manhattan houses of his childhood and the house of his
maternal grandmother on North Market Street in Albany, or even the boxy old
house of his paternal grandparents on Green Street in Boston.
Elizabeth Melville's half-brother Samuel Shaw, like Allan a lawyer, visited the
Melvilles in their rented house in the village of Pittsfield in late February 1863
and arranged the sale and purchase so Elizabeth would not have to go to New
York. On 2 March Herman Melville and Elizabeth S. Melville signed a warranty
deed conveying Arrowhead (a "certain tract ofland together with the buildings
thereon standing") to Allan Melville in consideration of three thousand dollars.
This is from Mrs. Melville's much later memorandum about Melville's life:
Lived there [in Pittsfield] till Oct. 1863 when he moved into a house in New
York 104 East 26th st bought from his brother Allan giving 7,750 and the
Arrowhead estate valued at 3000 and assuming a mortgage of 2000 to Mrs.
To complement and celebrate Wallace's strikingly original
studies, I have drawn together some infonnation about the
house at 104 East 26th Street in Manhattan and the way
Melville displayed and stored his growing art collection there

from late r 863 until his death. Parts of this essay will be incorporated into my Herman Melville: A Biography/Volume 2
(1851-1891), forthcoming from Johns Hopkins University
Press.

Hershel Parker is H. Fletcher
Brown Professor Emeritus at
the University of Delaware.
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Thurston which was afterwards paid offDr Hayward's legacy to me of$3000 in
May 1864-about $moo Aunt Priscilla's legacy was spent in repairs.

Unable to pay the full price of $10,750 set on the city house, Elizabeth had been
forced to take over Allan's mortgage to his first mother-in-law, Mrs. Charles M.
Thurston.
Elizabeth Melville paid over to Allan approximately $5,750 from her inheritance from her father, who had died in 1861. This was roughly a third or half of
the cash she had received, although she may have raised the money by selling
some stocks she had inherited. In terms of actual likely selling price, it is hard to
know what to make of the value placed on real estate by the city of New York
in the house-by-house descriptions, but in 1855 the 26th Street house was valued at $4,000 and in 1867 at $5,500. Allan's 35th Street house was valued at
$8,500 in 1861, before he bought it, and at $10,000 in 1866 and at $u,500 in
1867. Chances are that Allan came out very well both on what he allowed
Herman and Elizabeth for Arrowhead and what he charged them for the 26th
Street house.
60 East 26th Street (as it was then numbered, before being changed to 104)
was the second house on the block, going east from Fourth Avenue. The exterior was brick, for Theodore F. Wolfe (who visited Melville there) in the 1899
edition of Literary Haunts & Homes: American Authors (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott) called it a "pleasant brick house which is now replaced by flats." An
expert on the local urban architecture before he became interested in Melville,
Lewis Mumford in his 1929 critical biography Herman Melville asserted that the
house was brick, with, he said, a muddy-yellow exterior and brownstone trim.
Melville's granddaughter Frances Thomas Osborne in her copy of Mumford's
book corrected his description at other points and could have corrected him here
if he had been wrong. Mumford said the house looked like every other one in
the row. Mrs. Osborne herself said the same when describing her bewilderment
after being abandoned by her absentminded grandfather in Madison Square
Garden, but she corrected Mumford in the margin, "Only one of two," which
the city records confirm. (The house was probably the mirror image of the one
on the west.) The lot was 981 9 11 long; the house took up the entire 201 of width,
and was 45 1 long. Even allowing for sidewalk and stoop, there was a narrow back
yard stretching a good forty feet. The house was three stories high-four, counting the basement, which contained the kitchen and dining room. It was darkno windows on either side because it was a row house, and especially dark
because it fronted on the north.
Whether or not she overpaid, the purchase left Elizabeth Melville deprived of
an enormous percentage of her inheritance and anxious about the rest ofit dwindling away month by month unless her husband found some way of contributing to the family income, something he had not done at all since the beginning
of l 860. At the end of l 866 he gained a job at the Custom House which paid
four dollars a day, not enough to keep the house in perfect repair, occupied as it
was by the Melvilles and all four of their children, and probably by a live-in servant as well. The Boston fire that began 9 November 1872, the worst physical
disaster Bostonians had ever suffered, was a severe financial blow to Elizabeth
Melville. Properties she had inherited from her father had been bringing her an
annual income of $500--a large sum in a family where the husband made only
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$4 a day. After the fire she thought for a time that it would be necessary to rent
the house, "or part of it." That dire prospect did not come to pass, but it was
five years before Elizabeth Melville could maintain the house properly and begin
to think of improvements.
On 9 October 1877, Elizabeth Melville wrote to her husband's first cousin
Kate Gansevoort Lansing of the way she was spending some of Herman's legacy
of $500 from his Uncle Peter, Kate's father. Lizzie was "upside down with
painters":
Wonderfulto say, we are making some much needed renovation of some parts of
the house--and getting some new furniture in the bed rooms, to replace the
shabbiness which has so long prevailed there--Fanny is to take the little room
for hers, so we shall have a decentguest chamber for two, with some new (cottage) furniture.... I shall be very glad to have the pillows you speak of, and
thank you-they
will serve exactly for the new bed . . . .

In November of the next year, 1878, Cousin Kate sent Elizabeth a carpet for
Herman's room. The gift provoked Melville to dictate a message before going to
work:
He thinks it a very handsome one, and thanks you very much for your kindness
in thinking of it for his room, and sending it, and hopes you will not think he does
not appreciate it, if he hands it over to Bessie for her room-which
it just about
fits, and which is sadly in need of some kind of covering-especially as it nearly
matches her grey mats-of course she is very anxious to have it, as her old redone
with her bluetrimming has been an "eye sore" to her for some time, and I was just
contemplating whether we should try to worry through the winter with it, or put
down mattingAs to Herman's room he is so enamored of afloor without a "stuffy carpet" that
he does not want to have it covered at all but only have a mat here & there-I
fear it will be cold for him in the winter, but as all the cracks have been filled
up, he thinks not-The
carpet is a lovely one and we are all pleased at your kindness in sending it-

The further news was that Elizabeth had spent Herman's Aunt Lucy Nourse's
special legacy to her ($roo) on the back parlor, making unspecified "great
improvement." By this time the oldest child, Malcolm, was long dead (from a
self-inflicted gunshot wound, in 1867), the second, Stanwix, was a wanderer,
much of the time in California, where he died in 1886. (The room designated as
guest chamber was most likely the one Malcolm died in.)
There was nothing the Melvilles could do to lend the house any architectural
interest, and the rooms were undeniably small, but by the late 1870s they had at
last spruced up the shabby house to the point that the younger daughter Frances
(the fourth child) had little reason to feel humiliated about its condition. She was
able to receive Henry B. Thomas there, in the front parlor, during the many
months of their engagement before their marriage in 1880, although (according
to Melville's granddaughter Frances) Melville once strode "down the hall to the
front parlor door" and shouted: "Young man, do you prefer oatmeal or mush
for breakfast?" The third child, and older daughter, Bessie, lived there throughout Melville's life, unmarried. All three Melvilles, the parents and Bessie, must
have felt that the house was at last adequate to their needs by the time the first
two granddaughters (Frances's children, Eleanor Melville Thomas, born early in
1882, and Frances Cuthbert Thomas, born late in 1883) first stayed there.
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In the mid-188os legacies from relatives freed the Melvilles from financial
strain for the first time in their married life, so that they were not only long out
of debt (the curse of the early 1850s) but by most standards prosperous. Elizabeth
Melville began to put twenty-five dollars into her husband's pocket every month
with the unspoken understanding that it was his to spend freely on books and
prints. Now, if not already, in harder times, Melville could wrap the Persian tile
he had brought back from the Levant in 1857 and carry it around the corner to
the shop at 25th Street and Fourth Avenue to have it framed, and he could frame
more of the engravings he had been collecting even during the years when the
money might better have been spent on his family. By the time of Melville's
retirement from the Custom House on the last day of 1885, the house seemed
not only comfortable but almost elegant, bearing the stamp of Melville's artistic
taste superimposed upon some fine pieces of inherited furniture.
We know a good deal about how the house was laid out from descriptions by
the two granddaughters born in time to know Melville, Eleanor, who was older
but perhaps less familiar with the house, and Frances. (Frances recalled that she
stayed there more often than Eleanor because Eleanor was more headstrong,
while she herself was docile, easier for the aging grandparents and arthritic aunt
to care for.) Besides the basement where the kitchen and dining room were
located (connected by a sliding pass-through), the house had three floors. The
street door opened into a front hall where hung a print of the Bay of Naples
(Lewis Mumford said, and Frances Thomas Osborne did not correct him). The
parlors were on the first floor. The front parlor, where Melville intimidated
young Mr. Thomas, was on the north end, looking out at 26th Street. Melville's
granddaughter Frances remembered:
In the front parlor standing behind a highbacked sofa---stood a very white pillar
surmounted by a more than life sized bust of Antinous, in order to protect his curls
from the city dust he was covered with a veil-this, to an imaginative child was
very terrifying to contemplate-& I used to scuttle past the doorway with a backward glance to see ifl were being followed-At dusk particularly when I came up
from my early supper one could almost see the head tum ever so slightly at my
footfall.

One had to pass the open front parlor door to go down to the basement, so the
stairs were at the street end of the house.
By early 1887, most likely, the Eaton portrait of Melville now in the
Houghton Library was hanging in the back parlor. Melville's brother-in-law
John C. Hoadley had paid for the painting as a gift for Melville's mother, and at
Maria Gansevoort Melville's death it had gone to Mrs. Hoadley, Melville's sister
Kate. Since Eleanor definitely saw it in that house when she was young enough
to be frightened by it (in the half-light she thought the eyes followed her), Kate
Hoadley probably gave it to Elizabeth Melville, or Herman and Elizabeth, about
the time she was disposing of her late husband's library in January 1887; much
less likely, she could have given it to Elizabeth in the few months between
Herman Melville's death and the time Elizabeth sold the house and moved into
the Florence on 18th Street.
Also on the first floor (again, not counting the kitchen and dining room, in
the basement), in the back (the south end), a narrow, roofed porch ran the whole
width of twenty feet, across both the main hall and the back parlor. The girls
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remembered a little differently. Eleanor was apparently Mumford's source for
saying that the porch was narrow and iron-trimmed, furnished with Windsor and
folding canvas chairs. Mumford said Melville might loll on the canvas steamerchair placed on the narrow iron balcony, smoking his pipe; in her copy of
Mumford's book Mrs. Osborne marked out "iron balcony" and replaced it with
"wooden piazza." Frances specified that Melville took his constitutional on
stormy winter days on the "dusty, chill back porch enclosed in shutters." In
warmer weather Melville would sit and smoke there, often with his pipe in one
hand, his cane in the other (even inside the house he carried a cane, and pointed
to objects with it). He kept an Aeolian harp on the porch, and on the wall of the
house, high enough to stay dry, he had affixed a red and blue china butterfly
matchholder, removed, it seems, from the piazza at Arrowhead. Every time
Melville went out there with the girls he ostentatiously checked to see whether
the butterfly had flown away since he had last looked at it. From the porch in
warm weather Melville would watch Eleanor or Frances (usually one at a time)
pick stones out of their grandmother's garden; Mumford (on authority of a
granddaughter?) specified that geraniums and pansies grew there, and Eleanor
answered Leon Howard's single intimate question by saying that Melville himself had indeed grown roses in his last years.
Melville's library or study was on the second floor, above the front parlor, on
the street side, looking north. Frances described his desk and his slippery leather
chair with a foot-rest on which she tripped one time. Eleanor thought of her
grandfather, she said, in connection with different parts of the house, perhaps
especially his study:
His own room was a place of mystery and awe to me; there I never ventured
unless invited by him. It looked bleakly north. The great mahogany desk, heavily bearing up four shelves of dull gilt and leather books; the high dim book-case,
topped by strange plaster heads that peered along the ceiling level, or bent down,
searching blindly with sightless balls; the small black iron bed, covered with dark
cretonne; the narrow iron grate; the wide table in the alcove, piled with papers
I would not dream of touching-these
made a room even more to be fled than
the back parlour, by whose door I always ran to escape the following eyes of his
portrait, which hung there in a half light. Yet lo, the paper-piled table also held
a little bag of figs, and one of the pieces of sweet stickiness was for me.

Frances remembered the study as being "such a wonderful place!":
There was no wall space at all, just books, books, books. His huge desk had interesting things on it including a rolling ruler decorated with different varieties of
green ferns, a large velvet pincushion mounted on an iron stand and a little black
metal candlestick for sealing wax. I could play with anything on those days when
I was invited into the study. Sometimes I piled books into houses on the floor.
A set of Schopenhauer pleased me most-they were not too heavy to handle and
of a nice palish blue color.

On Melville's writing desk was an olive wood blotter holder (the blotter rocked)
and an olive wood cross with Hebrew lettering, both brought back from the
Holy Land. For fastening salvaged pieces of his manuscripts onto other sheets of
paper, Melville used straight pins from his iron pincushion holder. The "great"
or "huge" desk is the moderately sized desk preserved in the Berkshire
Athenaeum, where it holds up a tall bookcase. A photograph shows Eleanor
Thomas as a young woman standing by that desk, with no bookcase atop it, car-
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roboration of her later assertion that in her grandmother's apartment in the
Florence the "tall glassed-in shelves had been removed" from the desk.
The second floor study was dominated by books. The collection was most
notable for some handsome old folios, but it included some impressive new volumes as well, such as the 1886 Rubaiyat illustrated by Elihu Vedder (further discussed and pictured in Wallace's accompanying article). Placed in among the
books and in front of the books were numerous knickknacks, keepsakes, trophies, such as a brick pressed from the bloody earth of the first Malvern battlefield. For an author once internationally-famous, the perfect paperweight was a
foot-long piece of the first Atlantic Cable, that early information superhighway,
copper core wrapped in gutta percha. (Tiffany's had sold the item as early as
1858, but Melville's piece may have been a gift from his friend Cyrus Field.)
Framed and hung on wall or leaned against a wall was the large Persian tile (more
than a foot high) depicting (some parts in bas relief) a horseman with a stylized
bird of prey.
Also on the second floor, there was a hall like the one on the main floor ("the
same hall," Frances Thomas Osborne called it), and near Melville's "study-bath
room" (in the phrase of Mrs. Osborne) was a small room where Melville slept in
a large black double bed. Mrs. Melville's bedroom, connected by a passageway
to Melville's "study-bath room," was very different from his. On the south end
of the house, Eleanor Thomas Metcalf remembered, it was "sunny, comfortable
and familiar, with a sewing machine and a white bed like other peoples"'; in the
comer stood a big arm chair, for Melville to sit in when he "left the recesses of
his own dark privacy." There, in his wife's room, he would tell one girl or the
other stories of his travels, "wild tales of cannibals and tropic isles."
On the stairway leading to the third floor (still not counting the basement)
Mrs. Osborne says Melville's collection of whaling scenes were hung-not
engravings, but "oil paintings of the Whalers." "I wonder where they are now,"
she added. Her mother, Mrs. Thomas, gave to the "Seaman's Institute New
York" what her mother, Mrs. Melville, had listed as "'Whale Pictures"' by
"Ambroise Louis Gamery," but these seem likely to have been engravings, not
oil paintings. The "oil paintings of the Whalers" waylaid the young Frances as
she went upstairs from her grandmother's room:
At bed-time there was another ordeal-On
the stairway hung large pictures of
whaling days-& the monsters who were nameless to me then-were
fearful to
behold-there
was one especially which smote terror to my heart-for a boatfull of men was being turned in the air about to fall into huge red jaws-while
other men struggled in the water helplessly. I was glad to arrive in my room &
tuck myself into bed-

The little room where Eleanor or Frances slept was "on the top floor"-the third
floor-next
to their Aunt Bessie's, and very likely it was the "little room" that
their mother Frances Melville had taken for her own in 1877. The guest bedroom (probably still containing its cottage furniture) and perhaps the servant's
room (if the servant girl lived in, and if she did not have quarters in the basement) were also on the third floor.
By the early r88os the house was filled with art. Melville could not have collected many oil paintings (that was the privilege of his brother Allan's brother-inlaw, the millionaire Richard Lathers), although his granddaughter Frances specif-
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ically recalled that some whaling scenes were oils. In the parlors, besides the Eaton
oil of Melville (and probably the oil of him painted about 1846 by Asa Twitchell),
there were oils of some of the ancestors, including a copy of the Gilbert Stuart
portrait of Melville's grandfather, General Peter Gansevoort, made by Ezra Ames,
the one listed in his sister Frances's will as "Grandpapa's portrait." Melville's sister
Frances also left him his choice "of papa's portraits" (the two of Allan Melvill), and
he took the portrait Ezra Ames painted in 1820. The other, the 1810 John Rubins
Smith chair portrait, went to the other surviving male in the family, young Frank
Hoadley. There was a framed engraving of Lord Cornwallis's Surrender at
Yorktown (perhaps detailed enough to show a recognizable Grandfather Peter
Gansevoort and the huge and gorgeous flag-a pity the colors did not show-of
the Third New York Regiment which he had taken to Yorktown, after the Third
Regiment was consolidated with the Second, a trophy Cousin Kate now cherished); perhaps the flag contained some stitches made by Catherine Van Schaick
Gansevoort, when she was the still-young wife of the Hero of Fort Stanwix.
There too, most likely, was a gift from Melville's uncle, Peter Gansevoort, in
1870, a "handsomely framed engraving" of the Hero himself, Melville's
Grandfather Gansevoort. After 1886, Peter Toft's water color illustration of Rock
Rodondo in "The Encantadas" was somewhere in the house. In Melville's study,
framed, was the steel engraving of Hawthorne by Thomas Phillibrown from the
Cephas Thompson oil painting (one of five given to Hawthorne) that Sophia
Hawthorne had given him on 12 March 1851-Hawthorne
as Melville knew
him best, without a moustache.
Besides the marble or alabaster statue of Antinous there seems to have been a
bust of Minerva-some
of "many beautiful things" (Mrs. Osborne said) which
her grandfather bought ''just because he couldn't resist them":
The rooms held a varied collection of objects, not always too appropriate for
their setting-He
was a great collector of fine engravings-many
of ships & the
sea-I have often wondered what became of Antinous for he had a rather mysterious ending. When the household was broken up after my grandfather's
death-my mother presented to the South Orange New Jersey library Antinous
& two very fine alabaster Grecian urns, the trustees accepted them-and
seemed
glad to have them, the urns looked very well on the mantel & Antinous found
a niche where he couldn't startle little girls-

Mrs. Osborne explained Melville's ownership of many beautiful things such as
the Aeolian harp on the back porch by citing his comment in TVhiteJacket that
(in her paraphrase) "if for any reason one finds ones temper souring-one
should
try & counteract this by surrounding oneself with pleasurable sights & sounds."
She concluded: "I think he did just this." He had done it for years, at the expense
of the family's needs, his daughter Frances thought.
Despite the purchase of "cottage furniture" in 1877 to convert a nondescript
room into a functional guest room, the pattern was that the Melvilles did not buy
furniture-they
inherited it. There was an old fashioned claw-footed chair, and
the old eight day clock which Elizabeth and Herman gave to Fanny Thomas.
Melville still had some of the set of Empire chairs with dolphin handrests that his
father had imported. In an inventory of possessions Elizabeth itemized these
pieces: "Old clock from Gansevoort made by Devereux Bowly London"; "Vases
from Miss Magee to Bessie. One 'Copenhagen' the other 'Cypriote' from the
collection discovered in Cyprus by Gen. Di Cesnola Director of the Art
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Museum in New York"; "Grandmother Shaw's old worked chair covers bought
May 4th-1774''; "Little mahogany bureau belonged to my grandmother Shaw,
when she was ten years old. I have given it to Bessie."; "Two ivory miniatures";
"Linen fire bag-marked
'No 1 J. Knapp 1788"; "The 'Dana snuff-box'"; "The
watch set with pearls" from Mrs. Craigie, a cousin of Judge Shaw's; "Statuette"
which the artist Washington Allston (a classmate of her father's) gave to her uncle
John Knapp; and, apparently, a reproduction of a statue, "Ariadne sleeping."
Herman Melville had his desk and table, and Elizabeth Melville had her own
cupboards, cabinets, chests, and drawers for displaying or sheltering treasures of
odd family silver pieces, tumblers, plates, cups and saucers, many of them storied
pieces, the family equivalents of the historic whaling implements in the Spouter
Inn in Moby-Dick. A sampling of these objects, preserved at the Berkshire
Athenaeum, include blue and white Wedgwood cups and saucers, a large
japanned box, and a vase.
Young Arthur Stedman, who knew the house better than almost anyone
besides family members, said that Melville had gradually made a "notable collection of etchings and engravings from the old masters" those "from Claude's
paintings being a specialty." Some of the Claudes, and Poussins as well, have
recently been identified. There were framed engravings of gypsies, of the barque
Minerva (colored), of ships at Rio, large framed engravings of Swanevelt's
"Morning" and "Evening," small framed engravings of Turner's "Calais Pier"
and "Dutch Boats in a Gale," the one of the Bay of Naples (colored) that hung
in the front hall, and another much cherished one in a simple, elegant gold frame,
and later hung above the mantel at Frances and Henry Thomas's house in
Edgartown, "A Brisk Gale," after a painting by Van de Velde the Younger. In
addition to fine engravings in many of his books, Melville possessed several hundred engravings which he kept in three or more portfolios, presumably stored flat
on the writing desk in his study or the wider table in the alcove. These included
Old Master prints from the Italian, French, and Dutch schools; antiquarian prints
and biblical subjects; nineteenth-century prints by English as well as French
painters and engravers; sequences of literary engravings; and a wide variety of
marine scenes. Many of these prints may have been picked up out of bargain
bins, but the testimony of Stedman, and later of Frank Jewett Mather, is conclusive that the framed engravings were impressive. More to the point, framed and
loose in his portfolios, the engravings were important to Melville, providing
inspiration for some of his later poetry as well as recollections of some of his earlier travel.
In Paris in 1849 Melville said that the medieval Hotel de Cluny was just the
sort of house he would like to have lived in, and late in 1850 he expected the
success of his whaling book would allow him to build a new house up the hill
from Arrowhead, a house with a writing tower from which he could see from
the Catskills to the Berkshires on a clear day. He spent his last years in a narrow
dark townhouse, but at least it was filled with objects which satisfied his instinct
to be surrounded by beautiful things.
Within a few months of Melville's death on 28 September 1891 Elizabeth sold
the house for $16,250 cash, with a bonus of $40 for giving the purchaser faster
possession than stipulated. Between leaving the house on 28 April 1892 and
moving into the Florence on 7 June 1892, she and Bessie most likely went to 49
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Mount Vernon Street, which was always home for her. In the Florence, despite
having disposed of many of Melville's books before the move, his widow recreated a great deal of the ambiance of their last years in the 26th Street house. In
the months between her mother's death (31 July 1906) and her own death on 26
May 1908, Bessie received a call at the Florence from Frank Jewett Mather, a
would-be biographer of Melville. Deterred from writing the book (Houghton
Mifflin would not advance him the five or six hundred dollars he needed),
Mather went on to become an eminent art historian, and a quarter of a century
later recalled the rooms in the Florence where Bessie had received him: "All her
father's effects were there-silvery prints after Poussin and Claude on the walls."
Melville's widow and older daughter had lived out their lives surrounded by
objects of art which Melville had assembled, mainly for the house on East 26th
Street. For all her resentments toward her father, Frances Melville Thomas preserved his art collection, displayed parts of it in her homes, and passed it on to
her four daughters (the two who remembered Melville, and Katherine
Gansevoort Thomas Binnian, born the year before his death, and Jeannette
Ogden Thomas Chapin, born the year after his death).
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